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GUEST SPEAKER FOR AUGUST 5 SHBC MEMBERSHIP MEETING  
BY ELLEN HENDERSON  
 
Plan to attend our Wed., August 5 SHBC meeting at 6:30 pm, at the Safety Harbor Library.  
For this meeting our speaker will be our very own SHBC member, Brian Garry. Brian's topic will 
be: "Recent Coast Guard Tour of 3 Ports of Call Including: Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; Old San 
Juan, P.R. AND Key West FL on Migrant Immigrant Duty".  
 
Since most of us have not sailed in Cuba or Puerto Rico, Brian's presentation should be quite 
enlightening. 
 
Brian added: “Have excellent DVD VIDEO..& DVD PICS...First class...plus live memorabilia...” 
 
 
 
RECAP OF JUNE 3 SHBC MEETING GUEST SPEAKER   
BY ELLEN HENDERSON  
 
Our SHBC July 1 SHBC meeting saw the Club returning to the Safety Harbor Library.  
 
Our guest speaker was our very own SHBC member Dick Greenhalgh. Dick's topic was "Cruising 
With Safety Harbor Boat Club Over The Years". Dick was our Club's videographer for many 
years, so his program was very interesting. He started off with a Raft-up from 2001, then ventured 
onto a "Sea Cruise" to Bradenton, then on to Cabbage Key and Boca Grand. Dick ended his 
program with a BANG! Literally, he showed the video that was supplied by deceased Club 
member, Steve D. who witnessed the implosion of the Oldsmar power plant. 



 

Cruising Guide For The Gulf Coast Near Tampa Bay  
By Dick Greenhalgh  

 



 

 
  



 

 



 

 



 

 
  



 

 
Dick distributed copies of his Cruising Tips at the July meeting. There was obviously a lot of work put into this 
document, so I have included it here and put a PDF version on the website. – Mikey 
  



 

SHBC Celebrates 4 th and Fireworks by the Bay!! 
By Mark Kanuck 
 
The Safety Harbor Boat Club celebrated our nation’s 239th birthday on a rousing Saturday 
evening, July 4th, at the Safety Harbor Marina with a splendid dock party, and 
fireworks…….provided mostly by Mother Nature’s light and magic show.    
 
The party has been a tradition at SHBC.   This 
year Vice Commodore Chris Garrill encouraged 
several boat owners to marry up to the middle 
dock, this appearing more inviting and festive 
than usual.  The gathering was a huge success.   
A number of members hosted  family and friends 
on a several boats and the numbers spilled over 
onto the dock where lawn chairs were carefully 
staged to be close enough to the food but far 
enough away from the edge so that no one 
leaned back too far, thus avoiding any  
spontaneous  “crew overboard” drills.   A 
sumptuous pot-luck spread was laid out on 

several propped up 2 X 6s.   SHBC may be the best 
fed boat club in all of Tampa Bay.   As far as anyone 
can tell, not one solitary chicken tender wound up as 
food for the marine life.   
 
The day dawned traditionally hot and steamy and 
ended with a bang, all sorts of them.  In between, the 
sky literally met the sea with a down pour of tropical-
depression proportions including  lightning and 
thunder crackling overhead that sent hundreds 
assembled on the dock and at the marina scurrying for 
cover.   

 
When the rains came, just minutes before the fireworks were 
to begin at 9 PM, the hearty huddled on “Boat Hosts” Amelia , 
Island Girl , and Incentive , while those not undercover joined 
the stampede back to cars parked too far away to outrun the 
fast moving cold front sweeping in from the Upper Tampa 
Bay.  To paraphrase an expression that those of us from the 
60s recall, you didn’t need a weather app to know which way 
the wind blows.   You KNEW you were going to get wet.   The 

scene of the hundreds of men, 
women, children and pets running for cover was reminiscent of the 
old Japanese sci-fi movies where Godzilla rounds the corner and all 
hell breaks loose on the Ginza.   The good news was that there were 
no reports of anyone being trampled and the fireworks (man-made) 
went on as planned although about an hour later than scheduled.   



 

Those turning out to our 4th and Fireworks by the Bay included:  
Barry Fox (“Amelia”)  and Daughter-Dusty and Grandson-Tom, 
Barry's girlfriend-Sherrie, her daughter Diana and husband-Tony, 
Sherries granddaughter- "Amelia", (coincidence? I think not).  Dick 
and Sharon Greenhalgh (“Island Girl”)  hosted their family: niece 
Andrea and her boyfriend Chris, Dick's 
sister, Betty T. and their son Von, Jr. and 
Tiffany.  Dale Cuddyback (“Incentive”)  
and his guest Judith.  Mikey Hembrey.  

Other attendees included: Jack Meyers; Phillis Garry;  Mark and 
Ann Kanuck, daughter Brittany and son Matt and his wife Alecia;  
Connie and Paul Pope plus Ellen Henderson 

and her guests Peter and Antoinette Stein, who 
drove down for the weekend from NC; Marty and Rainbow Bindemann, plus Carl and Cindy 
Davis.  New members included: Bob and his wife, Skip; Ted & Janet O’Brien and their guest Millie 
Nasta.  
 
See you next year for number 240.  
 
 

Mobile Bay, AL Race Disaster 
By Mikey 
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=dJF7i5z9lQ4&feature=youtu.be 
About 17 minutes of video... (The link works on mobile devices and a PC.) 
 
The link above was found after reading about this story in the June 2015 Southwinds. We are 
not the only ones that get suddenly fierce storms. The story illustrates how being unprepared, or 
failing to pay attention to the weather, can cost 6 lives. 
 
In the video, it amazed me that the helmsman was not immediately offered a life jacket. And 
when she did get one, the provider handed it to her rather than helping her put it on (which never 
happened). What happened to common sense? She was supposed to let go of the wheel to put 
the life jacket on? 
  



 

 

THE RACE OF THE "VERY CLEAN BOTTOM"  
SUBMITTED BY ELLEN HENDERSON 
 
We all want to thank Barry F ., his grandson Thomas , Chris G. and Patrick W.  for retrieving the 
errant buoy and scraping off the barnacles. Also thanks to Chris G.  and Dale C. for placing a 
temporary buoy Wed. morning for the Wed. night's race and to Chris G  and crew for retrieving 
the temporary buoy and to Barry F. and crew (moi) on "Amelia"  for retrieving the start-finish 
buoys after the race and of course to our Race Chair, Aussie Chris  for producing and excellent 
course and doing all of the race scoring and communicating the results so quickly. 
 
We were blessed with no rain and good winds for the Wed. July 22 SHBC race, which thankfully 
held up. The predicted winds were from the SE 2-10 mph, but the weathermen got it wrong, as 
the actual starting winds ranged from 260 - 280 degree range for a very broad reaching start. 
"Amelia"  was first over the line, followed closely by John V.'s "Pegasus" . For most of the first 
leg "Pegasus"  held her position and was actually gaining on "Amelia" ; however, as the wind 
started to increase, "Amelia" pulled ahead to round the temporary South mark first. At this mark 
rounding, "Incentive"  lost her jib sheet outside the block, so it took about two minutes to retrieve 
the sheet and get going on a beam reach after being thrust into last place. 
 
"Incentive", with Marty H. at the helm, as usual, pulled ahead of Chris G's "Jean Marie" during 
the third leg. On the second leg Barry F's "Amelia" remained ahead of "Pegasus", however on 
the last leg after rounding the Orange mark, "Amelia" had a bit of difficulty with the loaded jib car 
position, which necessitated leaving the favored northerly tack to go southwest. So "Pegasus", 
and crew Dr. Jim, with her brand new bottom job, quickly gained position and was right behind 
"Amelia", as we crossed tacks with her. "Amelia", finished three minutes and 10 seconds ahead 
of "Pegasus", which wasn't enough, as "Pegasus" beat us by 56 seconds on corrected time. A 
VERY CLEAN BOTTOM won the day. 
 
During the last leg "Jean Marie" sailed really fast and passed "Incentive", just before the finish 
line, but alas, with the amount of time owed, it wasn't enough, because "Incentive", corrected 
out to nearly four minutes ahead to finish in third place.  
 

 Finish  Elapsed  Corrected 
1 Pegasus  19:16:29 01:03:29 00:59:23 
2 Amelia 19:13:19 01:00:19 01:00:19 
3 Incentive 19:22:13 01:09:13 01:01:57 
4 John Marie 19:21:45 01:08:45 01:05:35 

 
 
 

THE RACE THAT ALMOST WASN'T - SAT. JULY 11  
SUBMITTED BY ELLEN HENDERSON  
 
A June Saturday race was scheduled for this month on the 11th, with a 10am start. 
The predicted Tides were: 
2015-07-11 05:41 EDT 1.49 feet Low Tide 
2015-07-11 12:11 EDT 3.02 feet High Tide 



 

The maintenance fund contribution of $2/boat was collected by Chris Garill before departing the 
dock for the race. 
 
However, "Amelia" had to take a last minute pass on racing, due to a scuba diving lesson for 
Barry's grandson, Tom and John V. on "Pegasus" opted to continue on home after returning from 
his bottom job. 
 
The winds were extremely light at the start and no-one ran aground on Sat 7/11, but the white 
buoy decided to go walk-about! The chain had broken loose from the anchor, and it was drifting 
around the bay! 
 
However, the winds did pick up for the finish leg. 
Results of Sat 7/11 

1 Jewell Anne 
1 Incentive 
3 John Marie DNF 

 
Rather than nullify the race results because of the errant buoy, Jewell Anne, which rounded the 
GPS position of the missing mark and Incentive get awarded equal first. 
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Material may be slightly corrected for grammatical or spelling errors, but generally left as-is 
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